Fife and Kinross CTC

Covid19 risk assessment for rendezvous rides

Contact details, name and phone number of all participants to be taken each meet. (all participating cyclists to bring own pen to complete this) The form will be kept for 3 weeks then destroyed. The form will be held by myself and-

Max 15 cyclists

All cyclists to bring own hand gel

Rendezvous meeting spot to be selected ensuring it is sufficiently large to allow social distancing.

If any person feels ill, especially cough and fever, they should not attend. If anyone feels ill during the meet they should organise a family member to take them home.

No sharing of cars to starting point.

No sharing of bikes and equipment.

Own food and drink to be brought. No sharing of food or utensils.

Public toilets will be used so each person is responsible for cleaning it themselves with own hand gel.

As it is a rendezvous ride there is no designated first aid officer so all participants should take gloves and mask in their own first aid kit.

Kate McBride